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who served on the Campton Police Department for 18 years.
He was Chief of Police for 15 of those 18 years.
"Shortie" as he was called by his friends willbe missedby many.
He may have been small in stature but his heart was bigger
than many a taller man.



















































































Appointed 1988 Campton, NH
Appointment Expires 1992 Campton, NH
Appointment Expires 1992 Campton, NH
Appointment Expires 1992 Campton, NH
Appointed 1991
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Donna Kidney Term Expires 4992 •
Catherine Barton Term Expires 1994
Sharon Davis Term Expires 1 996
TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS
Virginia Giehl Term Expires f992
George Durgin Term Expires 1 993
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Charles W. Cheney, Selectman
Susan Barlow, Alternate





























ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Robert Barach Appointment Expires 1993 Campton, NH
George Lougee Appointment Expires 1996 Campton. NH








Appointment Expires 1995 Campton,NH
Appointment Expires 1 993 Campton , NH
Appointment Expires 1993 Campton, NH
Appointment Expires 1992 Campton, NH
Appointment Expires 1993 Campton, NH
Appointment Expires 1994 Campton, NH
SELECTMEN'S REPORT
Campton has been the victim of the hard economic times like everyone
else in the State this year. People have struggled to pay their taxes even if
it means $25.00 a week. We appreciate their efforts and sense of priorities
in this regard. The Selectmen also realize their responsibilities in times like
these and have strived to keep Town expenses down and only increase where
absolutely necesssary.
In August of this year our recycling efforts got a big boost with the
Governor's Energy Office awarding us a grant of $6,250. This along with
our matching funds and the Town of Thornton's grant and matching funds
have made the planning of a recycling center a realization. The grant money
will be used to build a recycling building, buy a bailer and a forklift truck.
We were fortunate to have a local architect, Joe Nichols, assist us in designing
the building and the bids on the buildings will be going out this spring.
Both Campton and Thornton Boards of Selectmen met and interviewed
with several engineers to hire someone to help plan the closure plan at the
Landfill. Again, wt v-jre fortunate to be able to draw from local professionals
and hired Tom Duffield for this work. The efforts of his work will result in
monies being taken from our Waste Disposal Capital Reserve Fund this year
to buy additional land needed for the closure and the placing of monitoring
wells at the site. We are also talking with Campton Sand & Gravel about
some land and fill on their property which abuts the Landfill.
Campton was more fortunate than some of our neighboring towns in that
while we saw an increase in our Welfare budget it was not as bad as other
towns have experienced.The local agencies and food pantry have helped
alleviate some of the Town's burden in this regard, and we appreciate the
efforts of the many volunteers in these fields.
Campton Thornton Fire Department completed their first year as a Call
Company, and the Commissioners came in with a decrease in their budget
for this coming year. The new fire truck will be arriving some time this spring.
We want to express our appreciation to the Town Employees for their hard
work and listening ears for the increased problems of people in the area.
When times are hard, people tend to sometimes complain more, but our
employees have taken the time to listen, sympathize and try to help where
they can. We also want to express our appreciation to Jane Stohn who stepped
down from her duties as Board of Adjustment secretary. We appreciate the
many years of volunteer service that she provided.
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We were saddened to see the passing of two beloved educators in our
community, Pauline Spitzner and Lavinia Dole. They have left their legacy
behind with all the children they taught throughout the years. We have felt
it fit to honor the memory of Donald "Shortie" McKinnon by dedicating
this annual report to him.
On a brighter note, we wish to express our best wishes to Sadie Brown
on the occasion of her 100th birthday. The Campton Historical Committee
honored her with a special certificate.
With hopes and prayers that this year will be a better year than last year,
we look forward to working together this coming year to make Campton a














1 85 Veterans have a $ 1 00.00 tax credit of
2 Veterans have a Total and Permanently
Disabled Credit of





Campton Village Precinct Tax Rate
















41.66 per $1,000 Valuation
1.54 per $1,000 Valuation
31.63 per $1,000 Valuation
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SELECTMEN IN ACCOUNT WITH THE TOWN OF CAMPTON
RECEIPTS FOR 1991
Cash on hand, December 31 , 1991
Money Market Account $ 382,237.75
TOWN CLERK:
Auto Permits $ 164,637.00
Dog Fees 1,342.50
UCC, Marriage Licenses, Copies, Etc. 2,255.82
Cemetery Lots 485.00
14
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE:
Block Grant Highway Funds 50,383.01
Federal Land in Lieu ofTaxes 214.00
National Forest Reserve
1 500 ha-
state Revenue Transfer 8801128
State and Federal Forest Land 1,314 52
$ 141,423.10
TAX COLLECTOR:
1991 Property Taxes 2,897,536.52
1991 Resident Taxes 14,350 00
1 99
1
Land Use Change Tax 4 000 00
1991 Yield Taxes 18,W30
1 99 1 National Bank Stock
! 8
1991 Interest on Taxes 6,660 36
1991 Penalties on Resident Taxes 11.00
Prior Years' Property Tax 997,639 77
Prior Years' Land Use Change Tax
1 ,000.00
Prior Years' Interest on Taxes 79,997.50
Prior Years' Penalties on Resident Tax 75.00
1990 Redemptions 13q 703 74
1 990 Interest and Cost After Sale 7,964.63
1989 Redemptions 98,939 ^4
1989 Interest and Cost After Sale 19,252 42
Prior Years' Redemptions 43,938.32








CharlesW. Cheney, Selectman $ 1,750.00
Clarence W. Pulsifer, Selectman 1 ,750.00
Richard E. Khoury, Selectman 437.50
Joseph R. Merritt, Selectman 1,312.50
Mary E. Durgin, Treasurer 800.00
John & Christine Dole, Auditors 700.00
Charles Grand, Moderator 50.00
Catherine L. Barton, Supv. of the Checklist 750.00
Donna R. Kidney, Supv. of the Checklist 680.00
Kim A. Gallagher, Supv. of the Checklist 199.00
Robert W. Burhoe, Health Officer 150.00
$ 8,579.00
TOWN OFFICERS' EXPENSES:
Janet M . Wool fender,
Dep. Town Clk/Tax Coll. 18,048.15
Ann Marie Foote, Administrative Assistant 22,344.99
Lynda L. Mower, Town Clerk/Tax Coll. 22,189.76
Mary E. Joyce, wages 449.69
NHMA Insurance Trust (BC/BS) 13,566.00
Davis &Towle Ins. Agency (disability) 1 ,324.62
Davis &Towle Insurance Agency 102.54
Ann Marie Foote, mileage & expenses 108.00
Janet Amenta, mileage & expenses 36.00
Lynda L. Mower, mileage & expenses 63 .00
CharlesW. Cheney, expenses 1 ,600.00
Joseph R. Merritt, expenses 1,125.00
Clarence W. Pulsifer, expenses 1 ,500.00
Richard E. Khoury, expenses 375 .00
Reynolds & Reynolds 752.10
Lyndonville Office Equipment 658.06
Clay 's Office Products 41.15
NHMA 60.00
NHMA (dues) 942.19







Office of Registrar of Deeds (P. B.) 321.00
Midwest Micro (P. B.) 113.50
Town of Salisbury (P. B.) 3 50
Campton Printing & Design (P. B
.
)
2 1 9 .90
Postage (P. B.) 402.85
Mountain Media, Inc. (ZBA) 108.05
White Mountain Publishers (ZBA) 145.40
Lyndonville Office Equipment (ZBA) 4.47
Rita Levassuer, expenses (ZBA
)
1.61
Campton Printing & Design (ZBA) 26.62





EdwardS. Pattee, salary 12,853.88
equipment 4,350.00
gas 259.77
Robert Manion, wages 2,341.32
Campton Sand & Gravel 5,709.01
Robert C.Whitehouse 1,509.00
S.A.S. Auto Parts 299 19
Campton Service Center 6.95
Roger Hoyt Welding & Repair 2,122.55
Ray Mardin Construction 630 00
Robert Forbush 3,114 00
A.M. Rand 36 56
Treasurer, State ofNew Hampshire 142.00
Blue Seal Feeds, Inc. 4198
Jordan Milton Machinery 100 02
New England Land Management 750 00
YeatonOilCo.,Inc. 407 60
William Plaisted 350 qo
Ruel Sweeping Services
1 60 00








Oliver Photo & Camera 192.90
State ofN.H.-U.C. 31.68
Fred Madore Chev./Pontiac/Olds 273 . 22
Xerox Corp. 655.80
Circle Tri Cleaners 30.00
Clay's Office Products 605.72
Shooting Sports Supply 1 1 . 50
AT&T 64.88
Radio Shack 650.85
Lyndonville Office Equipment 99.42
Town of Plymouth (dispatch) 8 ,425 . 84
Campton-Thornton Fire Dept . (SAS Auto) 67 . 75
Southeastern Ctr. for Liab. Mgmt. 36.00
N.H.Assoc, of Chiefs of Police 20.00
O.D.V.Inc. 88.09
C . Warn (gas in Ashland-no power inTown) 2 1 . 65
Apache Press 11.50
Ossipee Mt. Electronics 1 20. 1
5
Applachian State University 1 8 . 50
National Sheriff's Association 25.00
New England Institute ofLaw 328.34
Campton Printing & Design 114.30
Neptune, Inc. 973.00
Campton Tire & Auto 562 . 1
7
Meredith Motor Co., Inc. 21.59
Bridgewater Coach Works 3 1 . 90
Glock,Inc. 60.38
Speare Memorial Hospital 188.05
New Hampshire Ordinance 30.40
Law & Order 20.00
NHDOA 4th Annual Convention 120.00
Denny's Exxon Service Center 77.15
Foto Factory 71.30
Amer. Soc. ofLaw Enforcement Training 35.00
NHMA (Police Liability Insurance) 6,6 1 3 .00
Department of Safety 20.00
Interstate Arms Corp. 720.53
Galls Inc. 24.99
Eastern Armed Robbery Conf . Ltd
.
1 5 .00
Accident Report Journal 108.00
Paul K. Chase, Jr., Convention & Fees 558.34
22
N.E. Assoc, of Chiefs of Police
23
Charles W. Cheney, fire permits 15.75
Niles Downing, fire permits 7.70
Norman McBurney, fire permits 12.95
Richard Giehl, fire permits 1 .75
Lakes Resion Mutual Fire Aid Association 7,817.76
HEALTH:
65,571.55




New England Telephone Company
PSNH
New Hampshire Electric Cooperative
Heather Finsen, supplies









Town ofThornton, Care of Landfill
Pemi Baker Solid Waste District







Cash in Hands ofTreasurer, December 31, 1 99
1
Money Market Fund $ 214,572.27
FMHALoan 641,563.30
Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund 58,291 .08
Highway Heavy Equipment Capital Reserve Fund 86,504.88
Waste Disposal Capital Reserve Fund 458,042.96
Police Cruiser Capital Reserve Fund 7,500.00
Escrow Fund 3,058.68
Uncollected Property, Resident & Yield Taxes 1,067,974.96




Due School District, Bal . 9 1 -92 Approp. 1 ,2 1 9,223 .00
Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund 58,291.08
Highway Heavy Equipment Capital Reserve Fund 86,504.88
Waste Disposal Capital Reserve Fund 458,042.96
Police Cruiser Capital Reserve Fund 7,500.00
Escrow Fund 3,058.68
1991 Tar Appropriation 22,416.27
State ofNH Dog License Fees 55.50
Planning Board 832.69
Outstanding Loans-Pemi Bank 590,000.00
Recycling 6,250.00
TOTAL LIABILITIES $3,093,738.36









































Total remitted to Treasurer: $168,720.32
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Summary of Tax Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1991
DR.
Uncollected Taxes— Beginning of Fiscal Year
Property Taxes
ResidentTaxes
Land Use Change Tax
Yield Taxes











Interest Collected on DelinquentTaxes:
Penalties Collected on ResidentTaxes
TOTAL DEBITS





Summary of Tax Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1991
CR.
Remitted to Treasurer During Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes













— Levies of —
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TAX COLLECTORS REPORT
SUMMARY OF TAX SALES/TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1991









Interest & Cost After Sale
Abatements During Year











Spear, Martin & Donna 652.22
Tappan, Douglas & Diane 160.90
9,288.19
TOTAL $ 19,787.83







Beaver Village Realty 1 3 ,453 .47 ,
Belmont, Thomas & Linda 2,214.31
Critelli, Margaret ^ 391.28
Cull, Gary 1,127.84
Cunningham, Bruce & Barry 249.29^ v
Curtio, John&Torooa 259795*
Ferrara , Michael & Diane 72.05
GhiorseiGeorgaft Pat . . .. 259.95
Gilbert, Real etal 843.95
Gillio» Joseph S.—— ... . 401.94
Gundolfi, Michael & Patricia 1 ,501 .96
Hansen, Steven & Cathyann 391.28
Hartley, Allan & Linda 3,830.78
Higgins, Francis & Judy 1,083.65
Locko,KontJ. - 3^b28
Locke , Kent J . — 368-. 28 •
Mantyla, Donna 249.29
Marko, Arthur& Doborah 1,8 33.-78
McDonald, George-far 259. 95
MoDonald, Goorgo L. 226.29
McDonald, Goorgo Li .- . . ..,-. 226.29




Moore, Andrew et al
Moore, Andrew et al
Mullen, Thomas N.T.
Ness, 01af& Carol
Perry, Gerald & D. Patricia
















Quigleyv Kenneth & Joan
QuigloyyKonnoth & Joan












Tokarczuk, George & Constance
Wolfe , William & Betty et al
Wolfe, William & Betty






Albert, Dana JL, ' 'AA6 9?
Anderson, Reinhold & Ingeborg
Backer, Ronald R. &BinnieS.
Beebe River Prop. Inc.
Benedix, Gary W. & Nancy A.
Braun,EdwardA.
Bridgham, Gerald A.





























Carnevale, Jon F. & Andrea E. 8,519.67
34
Chesley, Ronald L.& Rosamond M. °&*^ s ' 1,088.07 ^^' Ĵ.
CMB-Go«struction Co. Ine, 1,914.10 -
Gomrte, Michael & Brenda^— 2,174.85—
Considine, RichardA 1,305.25
Cooper, ErwinE. 1,548.53
Crichlow, Irving E. Jr. 231 . 12
Cull , Gary 5,354.76 V o 2^ .%*>
D'Amelio, Peter 424.93
Davis, Richard B. 621.10
Dearborn , David L
.
2,037.51—^OK^IT ,
Donahue, Mortimer J. & Laurie J. h 296.-06
Downing, Deane & Mary 288.53
Downs , Joseph et al 289.21
Duncan, EarleVV. & Hilda M. 533.84
Dunphy, John J. & Linda 580.59
Forbush, Robert & Shirley L. 311.37
Fowler, Edgar& Gladys Eva 687.81
Gonsalves, Richard J. 3,345.37
Gould, Peter E, 1,389.82
Graham, Terence & Sandra 1,532.27 _
Gray, Joseph H . & Mary 1,030.10 74 * -10
Grigas, Roberts. 468. 9 1—!
Hammer, Priscilla J. 2,821.71
Hamnett, Elaine • 2,439.12
Hill, Donna 1,188.58
Jones, FrancisA .Jr. 1,970.95
Jones, Linda R. 1,703.00
Karamians, Arsen & Manook, Hilda 786.74




King, Roger & Roberta 5,027.94
King, Roge r, Roberta & Maggin » Pamela 235.80
King, William etal . 379.28
Lauritzen , Kenneth B . & Gwendolyn B
.
73 . 50
Macktin, Ralph E. 998.82
Maggin, Pamela E. & Elliot S. 207.19
Maggin, Pamela K. 2,307. 44
Marta's Realty, Tr. S. Boganski Trustee 306.30
McKinnon, Dean 521.22




Mitchell , Horace Heirs 320.57 3^9'^
Norris, Joseph W. 235.80
CTConncll, Kurt L. & Eileen P. 2,543.00
Oucllottc, Leo E. & Florence R. 1,556.16
Perkoski , Edward 234 . 1
7
Person, George A. & Sharon A. 447 «1
Piper, Charles M. Jr. & Lillian A. 1 67.6 M°i <° °
Pomposclli, Dennis & Joyce ct al 249.99 -
R. I.C. Inc. 4,278.24 r^K->l
Raymond , Keith A . & Patricia S
.
702.27 .
Regan , Thomas III & Karen 2,051.25 H^I^S
Robinson, David B. Sr. & Susan G. 586.25
Rocscncr, David R. ft Joanna P. 1,243.42 '
Rusch, Walter Jr. & Mullin, Mary 251.70
Scanlon, Timothy F. &LisaM. 689.61
Schofield, Richard S.& Nancy K. 314.10
Schwartz, Lester K. & Suzanne A. 1,290.41
SIBO Realty Tr. Covered Bridge Rest. 134.41
SOMFAssociates 1,444.93
Spear, Martin J. & Donna 1,868.93
Stachecki, Richard P. & Eileen A. 1,705.09
Stickney, Jr. MorganA . & Brenda 1,529.50 WH'^O
Strong, Riley F. & Richard 407.23
Taffner, Jr. , John C . & Eleanor E
.
1,858.27 \^\^^1
Tappan, Douglas & Diane 377.78
Tobinc, Frank E. & Sandra M. 1,090,31
Triantifilu, William 463.68
Village Properties Inc. 276.37
Vollmcr, Scott S . & Deborah L. 1,013.37
WWWood Products Inc. 8,069.28
Walker, Gary & Jane 251.62
WELCO Construction Inc. 9,973.33"
White Mountain Orchard LTD 763 . 1
1
White Mountain Orchard Partnership niAA oi - &**k [n%-]>:
Whitncy, John M. & Priscilla C. 1,339.53-
Zarnowski, William & Randy 959.79
Total Regular






01/01/91 Bal. Brought Forward -0-
Appropriation 7,500.00
(Pemi CD #1 1045994 Mat. 04/01/92
12/31/91 Balance $ 7,500.00
Fire Equipment Fund




Pemi MFA# 171 167 2,342.36
Interest Paid
Pemi CD #1 102 553 3 5,757.94
Partial Payment from
PemiMFA#171 1670 (28,771.80)
(Manchester Mack for New Fire Truck)
12/31/91 Balance $ 58,291.08
Highway Equipment Fund





PemiCD#l 102551 7 5,991.17
Interest Paid
PemiMFA#171 1670 1,030.00
12/31/91 Balance $ 86,504.88
Waste Disposal Fund






Pemi CD #1102 552 5 34,461.02
Interest Paid
PemiMFA#171 1670 1,030.00




















Shares Name of Stock or Bond
15,000 CignaCorp.CV. Sub.Deb.
600 AmericusTrust ForGTE Prime
340 Commonwealth Energy System
792 Continental Illinois
1 ,000 New England Electric System
480 P.N. C. Financial Corporation
1,1 00 Santa Fe Pacific Pipeline
500 Barclays Bank Non Cum. Pfd.
400 Cincinnati Gas & Electric
859 Kidder Peabody Gov't. Fund
Pemigewasset National Bank M.F.A
Total Value of Investments 12/31/91
Total Income Investments 12/31/91 $ 11,189.42
SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS
January 1, 1991 -December31, 1991
Cash on hand, January 1, 1991
Pemigewasset National Bank -M.F.A. $ 11,164.01
( available for scholarships)
Receipts- 1991
Investment Dividends $ 10,803.11




01/01/91 Balance Brought Forward $ 6,998.29
Interest Paid Pemi
Certificate of Deposit #11015989 277.50
Certificate of Deposit # 1 1 046984 227 . 80
12/31/91 Ending Balance $ 7,503.59
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Monday evening 6:00 p.m. -8:
Wednesday evening 6:00 p.m. -8:
Saturday morning 9:00 a.m.-l
Library phone 726-4877
Well another year has passed. I am pleased to announce that during this
past year I have issued 94 new library cards to patrons. It is so nice to know
that more people are interested in reading and are using the libarary.
I have a new assistant to help me, a lot of you have already met her. Her
name is Judy Tower. She covers my hours when I am not able to be at the
library. She volunteers her time to help cover books, type new cards, not
to mention her great talent and creativeness in decorating.
Irene Chapman is also in training with me and has assisted with many of
the library "chores."
A sincere "thank you" to both.
We have been doing quite well in keeping up with the current bestsellers
as far as the new books are concerned. We place a small order every six to
eight weeks.
Seeing that we do not have a late charge for books your donations do
help quite a bit.
I want to extend a sincere thank you for all the books that were donated
over this past year. We certainly appreciate them. If you do not see them
on our shelves, we will have them in our annual book sale. We use the funds
to purchase new books. It takes time to write and type cards as well as
stamp all these new and donated books so try to be patient with us. Also,
please return your books by their due date so that others may have the same
opportunity to read them as you have. This can create quite a problem.
Everyone is welcome to use the library during the posted school hours.
Please make note ofthem, it certainly makes it easier for returning books.
Watch for our extended summer hours!










May Brosseau (stamps, office supplies) 40.00
Carol Cella (office supplies) 27.00
Total Expenditures (135.96)
Balance on hand 12/31/91 $ 79.86
44
CAMPTON PLANNING BOARD
The number of subdivisions approved by the Planning Board in 1991 was
down from years past due to the poor economic climate. The number of lots
was up, but most of these were minor subdivisions which did not create




Balance carried from 1990 $ 2,434.80
Appropriation for 1991 5,400.00
Receipts 1,807.70
45
Amount Available $ 9,642.50
Expenditures 8,809.98
Balance December 31, 1991 $ 832.62
46
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
1991 Report
The number of applications for either a variance or special exception was
about the same for 1991 as the previous year. Most of the applications were
for lot size reduction and/or additions rather than new construction.
Jane Stohn resigned from the board as secretary. We want to thank Jane








Robert Barach, Chairman, 726-7054
PO Box 736 Alternates
Campton, NH 03223— 1 993
Sam Plaisted, 536-3253
RFDL
Plymouth, NH 03264— 1992
Bruce Homer, 726-7031
RFDL
Plymouth, NH 03264— 1994
George Lougee, 536-1985
RFD3,Box205
Plymouth, NH 03264— 1991
RitaM. Levasseur
PO Box 405
Campton, NH 03223— 1 990
Marsh Morgan, 726-8636
BraymanRd.,POB745
Campton, NH 03223— 1993
Clarence Pulsifer




Jan. 1, 1991 Balance $ 1,743.31
Sale of Books (Deposit) 56.80
Interest as of 12/31/91 92.92
Amount Available $ 1,893.03
Expenditures (repair to flag pole) 8 1 .43
December 31, 1991 Balance $ 1,811.60
HISTORICAL SOCIETY
We have formed a Historical Society in Campton. We are registered with
the Secretary of State and the Attorney General's office as a non-profit
organization. Also we have received this past week approval of our applica-
tion from the I.R.S. as being a non-profit organization. We are a member
of the New Hampshire Historical Society Association.
It is our aim to collect and accept any and all donations. Cash donations
are acceptable and are deductible.
We aim to have a building that will be as near fire proof as possible to
preserve historical artifacts that any one chooses to donate to the Society.








We would like to express our sincere thanks to the townspeople for the
continued support you have shown to the Campton-Thornton Fire Depart-
ment.
This was our first year operating as a Call Department. The fire department
now has 16 Certified Firefighters.
We are also pleased to announce that our new fire engine has been ordered
and should arrive tentatively in May or June.
It was necessary to replace an old 1958 rescue truck. This was done by
purchasing a second hand bread van (1986), and all of the work and time
was donated by the firefighters to convert it over to what is now 35 X-l
rescue truck.
We are pleased to welcome aboard Commissioner Peter Vaillancourt, who
was appointed by the Campton Selectmen.
The Fire Department, F.A.S.T Squad and Commissioners want to extend
a Special Thanks for all the hard work and support the Women's Auxiliary
have shown, not only this year, but in the past years. Many a night when
temperatures were below freezing the Auxiliary made sure the firefighters








The following is a breakdown of calls answered by the Department in
1991. Rescue Squad calls are not broken down as they are too numerous to
categorize.
Smoke in Building 3
Chimney Fires 20
Grass Fires 7
Hazardous Material Spills 4
Mutual Aid 6
Partition Fires 4
Motor Vehicle Accidents 1
5
Structure Fires 5
Flooded Oil Burners 2
Brush Fires 5
Dump Fires 2
Fire Alarm Activation 3
Service Call 2




















Total Fire Calls 115
Rescue Squad Calls 1 14
Thank you for supporting your fire and rescue.
229
Respectfully submitted,




Balance Brought Forward -01/01/91 $ 30,912.96
Town ofCampton appropriation $ 52,800.00
Town ofThornton appropriation 35,200.00
Town of Ellsworth appropriation for 1990 500.00
Inspections 375.00
Reimbursements:
Davis &Towle return premium 1,682.00
Town ofCampton paid receipt 127.75
Sale ofVan 200.00
Pemi National Bank N.O. W. Acct. Interest 1 ,321 .33
1 990 Outstanding Checks # 1 294 , # 1 3 1 362 . 25
Total Available Funds $123,481.29
Total Expenditures 69,834.33
Purchase Orders #73-#77
ordered in 1991 but not paid for by December 31, 1991 50,664.00
January 1992 Manifest
December 1991 services and expenses not paid for by
December 31, 1991 598.60
Balance on Hand 12/31/91 $ 2,384.36
CAMPTON-THORNTON FAST SQUAD
1991
Balance Brought Forward 01/0 1/91 $ 2,528.85
Town ofCampton appropriation 4 ,500 .00
Town ofThornton appropriation 4,500.00
Town of Ellsworth appropriation for 1990 60.00




ordered in 1991 but not paid for by December 31, 1991 1,000.00
Balance On Hand 12/31/91 $ 6,048.14
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CAMPTON-THORNTON FIRE DEPARTMENT
1991 - DETAILS OF EXPENDITURES
EQUIPMENT: $ 15,167.79
Middlesex Fire Equipment Co. $ 536.02
Patsy's 7,800.00
Ossipee Mountain Electronics 6,83 1 .77
INSURANCE:







Balance Brought Forward 01/01/91 $ 1,544. II
Interest -PemiM.F. A. 79.59
Balance on Hand 12/31/91 $ 1,623.70
Furnishings Account
Balance Brought Forward 01/0 1/91 $ 2,917.72
Interest -PemiM.F. A. 142.00
Alfax Wholesale Furniture (696.00)
Balance on Hand 12/31/91 $ 2,363.72
Emergency Equipment Account
Balance Brought Forward 01/0 1/91 $ 6,873.75
Interest -PemiM.F. A. 396.03
Balance on Hand 12/31/91 $ 7,269.78
54
REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
1991 was a very dry and busy year for the New Hampshire Forest Fire
Service as well as local fire departments due to our increase in the number
of fires. Our three major causes of fires in 1991 were non-permit, children
and smoking materials. 450 wildland fires in New Hampshire burned approx-
imately 150 acres for an average fire size of one-third acre.
Primarily, the local fire department is responsible for extinguishing these
fires. Keeping the average fire size this small is a tribute to early detection
by citizens, our fire tower lookout system and the quick response of our
trained local fire departments.
In every municipality, there is a Forest Fire Warden and several Deputy
Wardens that are responsible for directing suppression action on wildland
fires, working with other fire department members under the direction of
the N.H. Forest Fire Service to make sure that all fire department members
are properly trained and equipped for suppressing wildland fires. Forest Fire
Wardens and Deputy Wardens receive specialized training each year, pre-
sented by the N.H. Forest Fire Service, to keep their skill level and knowledge
of forest fire laws up to date.
The local Warden and selected Deputy Wardens are also responsible for
issuing burning permits for any open burning that is to be done in their
community. In New Hampshire, any open burning, except when the ground
is completely covered with snow, requires a written fire permit prior to
lighting the fire. Before doing any open burning, it is recommended that
you contact your local fire department to see if a permit is required and to
save your community the cost of sending fire equipment on a false alarm.
Any person violating the permit law (RSA 224:27) shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor.
Please help your local Warden and fire department by requesting a fire
permit before kindling a fire, be understanding if they tell you it is not a
safe day to burn and help keep New Hampshire green! Thank you for being
fire safe.
Respectfully submitted,
ROBERT D. NELSON DAVID E. TOBINE
Chief, Forest Protection Municipal Forest Fire Warden
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CAMPTON POLICE DEPARTMENT
Recorded Activity for 1991
Homicide
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REPORT OF THE GRAFTON COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
In a continuing effort to communicate more directly with Grafton County
citizens, we take great pleasure in submitting the following report for your
information.
During the past year, the County Nursing Home has continued to provide
excellent care for approximately 120 elderly and infirm residents while
complying with the increased demands of new federal regulations. In
November we opened a unit designed to meet the needs of patients with
Alzheimer's disease and similar afflictions, which has been very well received
by residents, families, and staff.
Inmates in the House of Corrections have benefited from the Thresholds/
Decision-making program, taught by volunteers who help their clients prepare
for more productive lives in jail and on the outside. A grant from the Attorney
General's Office has also provided us with a substance abuse counselor for
the jail.
New projects were also initiated at the County Farm. The piggery was
reinstituted (20 piglets were born to 3 sows in October), and a lilac nursery
was added through the State Lilac Commission (lilacs will be ready for
distribution to public agencies in the spring). The farm also planted extra
potatoes for contribution to local food pantries throughout the county, a
project we plan to continue in future years.
Since September the Commissioners have worked with the Sheriff, Assis-
tant Sheriff and members of the County Legislative Delegation to review
the County Dispatch Center and revise the fees charged for telephone answer-
ing and radio dispatching services. Discounts were eliminated for 1992 and
fees based on actual use are planned beginning in 1993. Copies of the Study
Committee's report are available at the Commissioners' Office.
For the second year in a row we were able to reduce county taxes while
maintaining necessary county services. The Commissioners intend to con-
tinue to hold the line on expenses, but do expect a modest tax increase next
year due to the elimination of surpluses generated by unanticipated increases
in nursing home revenues.
This past year the County distributed over $78,000 in State Incentive
Funds to local agencies to prevent out-of-home placements of troubled chil-
dren and youth. The County also provides a Youth and Family Mediation
Program available free of charge in the Lebanon, Littleton, and Plymouth
areas.
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The Board of Commissioners has made great strides in expanding efforts
to inform our constituents about county government. Tours of county
facilities, a mock trial for school children, and an open house took place
during County Government Week in April, and plans are underway for an
even broader program for the coming year (April 5-11). We held a special
information session for local officials in September, have spoken to school
and civic groups, and developed a slide presentation to show people what
the county does.
In closing, we wish to express our sincere appreciation to local officials
and agencies and the citizens for continued interest and cooperation in our
efforts to serve you. The public is invited to attend our regular meetings at
9:15 a.m. on Thursdays at the County Administration Building in North
Haverhill. The Commissioners also welcome the opportunity to speak or
show our slides to students and civic groups . Please call our office at 787-694
1












PEMIGEWASSET RIVER WILD AND SCENIC
STUDY COMMITTEE
1991 Report
The Pemigewasset River Wild and Scenic Study Committee convened its
first meeting in October, 1991. The committee consists of representatives
from the seven towns included in the study: New Hampton, Bridgewater,
Ashland, Holderness, Plymouth, Campton and Thornton. The committee
also includes representatives from groups interested in management of the
river, including landowners, conservation and recreation groups, business
and tourism interests, farmers, sportsmen, the State of New Hampshire and
Plymouth State College. Over the next year and a half, the committee will




evaluate current protection of river-related resources and identify any
vulnerabilities in light of expected future development;
2) identify local opinions regarding river conservation and management,
including a survey of riverside landowners;
3) make recommendations for improving resource protection through local,
private, or state actions, and assist in implementing these recommendations;
and
4) evaluate community attitudes regarding possible designation of the
Pemigewasset as a component of the National Wild and Scenic River System.
By August of 1993, the National Park Service must make a recommenda-
tion to Congress concerning whether or not the Pemigewasset River ought
to be added to the list of rivers receiving federal protection through inclusion
in the National Wild and Scenic River System. A wild and scenic designation
would afford protection to the river from any federally assisted water resource
projects that would harm the river's free-flowing character or special re-
sources.
The committee meets monthly.
PEMIGEWASSET RIVER
STUDY COMMITTEE
Town Representative: Paul Weeks
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AUDITOR'S REPORT
We have examined the foregoing accounts of the Treasurer, Tax Collector,
Selectmen, Town Clerk, Library Trustees, Trustees of Trust Funds, Campton-
Thornton Fire Department and the Walter I. Lee Educational Fund for the
year ended December 31, 1 99 1
.
We have examined the books, vouchers, bank statements and other finan-
cial records of the Town of Campton, New Hampshire for the fiscal year






















Term Expires 1 992
Term Expires 1992
Term Expires 1 994
Term Expires 1992
BOOKKEEPER/COLLECTOR
Jean Johnstone Term Expires 1 992
TREASURER
Lynda L. Mower Term Expires 1 992
SUPERINTENDENT OF WATER DEPT.












STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of Campton Village Precinct, in the Town of Campton,
in the County of Grafton, in said State, qualified to vote in Precinct affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet in the Campton Elementary School, in
said Precinct, on Wednesday, the 18th of March 1992, at 7:30 o'clock in
the evening to act on the following articles:
ARTICLE 1: To choose one Commissioner for a three year term, one
Commissioner for one year (to fill a remaining 3 year term), and Water
Superintendent for a three year term. The following officers for a one year
term: Treasurer, Clerk, Collector/Bookkeeper, Moderator, and other officers
necessary for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2: To see if the voters will raise and appropriate the following
sums for officers' salaries. Commissioners $300, Collector/Bookkeeper
$300, Secretary $175, Treasurer $175, and Moderator $30.
ARTICLE 3: To see if the voters will raise and appropriate the sum of
$9,500 for street lighting.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the voters will raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,200.00 for the Liability Insurance to cover the Precinct Officers.
ARTICLE 5: To see if the voters will raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,500.00 for snow removal from the sidewalks of the lower village and
the sanding thereof.
ARTICLE 6: To see if the voters will raise and appropriate the sum of
$500.00 to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund established for the purpose
of sidewalk improvements and appoint the Commissioners as agents for the
withdrawal of monies from said fund. The present balance of the fund is
$3,221.80.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the voters will vote to appoint the Trustees of the
town of Campton's Trust Funds as Trustee for the existing Capital Reserve
Funds of the Campton Village Precinct and further to appoint the Commis-
sioners as agents for the withdrawal of monies from any such Capital Reserve
Funds in accordance with RSA 35:10.
ARTICLE 8: To see if the voters will raise and appropriate the sum of
$4,400.00 to fund fire hydrants for the purpose of fire protection within the
Precinct.
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ARTICLE 9: To see if the voters will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $94,537. for the purpose of funding the Campton Village Precinct,
Water Department. The entire amount will be offset by revenues generated
by said department in the form of fees and charges.
ARTICLE 10: To see if the voters will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $3,170. to fund the balance of the 1992 operating budget.
ARTICLE 1
1
: To see if the voters will vote to authorize its Commissioners
to borrow monies from time to time for the current indebtedness of the
Village Precinct within the scope of the budget for the ensuing year, and in
anticipation of taxes and fees to be collected for the year 1992 and to be
paid therefrom.
ARTICLE 12: To see if the voters will authorize its Commissioners to
contract with the Waterville Estates Village District, for the purpose of
providing a reliable and potable source of domestic water to the inhabitants
ofWaterville Estates Village District, and to further authorize its Commission-
ers to take any and all action necessary to accomplish the sale of same water
on a single customer volume basis. Details of this proposal have been made
available at three previously posted public hearings held for that purpose.
(
2/3rds vote by ballot)
ARTICLE 13: To see if the voters will authorize the Commissioners to
apply for, formally accept and expend any grants that may be awarded to
the Precinct by State or Federal Funds.
ARTICLE 14: To see if the voters will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $600 for the installation of a pole and street light at the intersection
of Route 49 and the entrance to Six Flags.
ARTICLE 1 5: To transact any other business that may legally come before
said meeting.














STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES
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Funding 500.00 500.00 500
Interest 150.59 100
Expenses (828.50)
Ending Balance $ 3,899.71 3,221.80 3,822
Ending Cash Balance
December 3 1 , 1 99
1







We have compiled the accompanying combined balance sheets of the
Campton Village Precinct as of December 31, 1 99 1 and the related statements
of revenues, expenditures and changes in fund balance of the general fund,
and cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with standards estab-
lished by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. The accom-
panying 1990 balance sheet was not compiled by us and is presented for
comparative purposes only.
A compilation is limited to presenting in the form of financial statements
information that is the representation of the Precinct commissioners. We
have not audited or reviewed the accompanying financial statements and,
accordingly, do not express an opinion or any other form of assurance on
them.




1991 REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS
In the 1990 Annual Report of the Commmissioners, they were pleased to
report that the new water source and storage facility of the Campton Village
Precinct has been on-line since November of 1989 and that they were pleased
with the results to date. We, as Commissioners, are once again pleased to
report that the system is working well. We are further pleased that during
this past year we were successful in making the system more efficient.
When the new system went on-line, the average daily gallonage was
approximately 100,000 gallons that was being pumped to the new storage
facility. That in itself was incredible, that we were able to produce that type
of volume; however, it was soon realized that only approximately 30,000
gallons a day were being consumed, and more importantly, sold. Then due
to the concerted efforts of all, we were successful in locating three substantial
leaks that have brought our average daily back in line with acceptable
standards.
We as Commissioners must also thank the very wise men who spent
countless hours making this water project a reality, but we now must add
the previous Commissioners to the very distinguished list of individuals who
have also made it possible.
The year of 1991 was a time that the current Commissioners were very
busy adjusting to the new expenses and income associated with the new
system. As reported in the financial reports for the Water Department, we
have managed to meet our expenses based on the net carried forward from
the previous year along with taking all steps possible to reduce expenses.
The efforts of Jean Johnstone have been invaluable to keep the accounts
receivable to a minimum, which has provided the cash flow to meet our needs.
It has been recognized that the cost to operate the system has been brought
to a bare minimum, however, in order to avoid an apparent sizable increase
in water rates for 1993, additional water hook-ups would be necessary. This
is why we have entered into negotiations with the Waterville Estates Village
District to tie-in to our water system and sell them water. With their needs,
we as a Precinct would be able to generate additional income at minimal
additional expense. We feel that we have been successful in accomplishing
the fairest arrangement possible and we encourage your vote on the warrant
article that will allow us to continue to make this a reality.
In other news, we are also pleased to report that through the research of
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legal counsel, the boundary lines of the Precinct have been clarified and we
have informed the Board of Selectmen so that they could take appropriate
action.
We must also make mention of the invaluable service Leo Abdella has
rendered the Campton Village Precinct as Chairman. We greatly appreciate
his efforts and thank him for the many hours he gave on behalf of the
Campton Village Precinct.
1991 has been an interesting year for us and we have enjoyed serving as
Commissioners for the Campton Village Precinct. We would like to thank
all members of the Precinct, as well as all members of the Board of Selectmen,
for the continued support and cooperation. We look forward to maintaining









CAMPTON VILLAGE PRECINCT-WATER DEPARTMENT
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES
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Salary Treasurer 100
Salary Superintendent 3,500.00 6,000.00 6,000
Salary Meter Reading 600.00 450.00 600
Miscellaneous Expense 200
Plowing Water Sites 140.00 600
System As-Built Drawings 3,000
Computer Software & Support 3,350.00
Total Expenses $ 97,934.00 $103,602. 14 $ 94,536
NetOperations 10,016.47 (26,785.52) 4
Ending Cash Balance







We have compiled the accompanying combined balance sheets of the
Campton Village Precinct - Water Department as of December 31 , 1991 and
the related statements of revenues, expenditures and changes in fund balance
- budget and actual, cash flows and supplemental schedule of revenues and
expenditures in accordance with standards established by the American Insti-
tute of Certified Public Accountants. The accompanying 1990 balance sheet
was not compiled by us and is presented for comparative purposes only.
A compilation is limited to presenting in the form of financial statements
information that is the representation of the Department Commissioners. We
have not audited or reviewed the accompanying financial statements or
schedules and, accordingly, do not express an opinion or any other form of
assurance on them.
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Campton, in the County of Grafton, in
said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town House in said Campton on
Tuesday, the tenth day of March, 1992 from 10 a.m. until 7 p.m. to act on
Articles 1 and 2. The Business Meeting will reconvene at the Campton
Elementary School on the eleventh of March, 1992 at 7:30 p.m. to consider
the other warrant articles.
Articles 1 and 2 will appear on the official ballot.
Art. 1 : To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year:
Selectman for One Year, Selectman forThree Years, Superintendent & Sexton
of Cemeteries for One Year, Town Treasurer for One Year, Road Agent for
One Year, Moderator for Two Years, Supervisor of the Checklist for Six
Years, Trustee of Trust Funds for Three Years, Town Auditors for One Year,
Library Trustee for Three Years.
Art. 2: To vote, by Official Ballot, on the amendment to the Zoning
Ordinance proposed by the Campton Planning Board pertaining to Open
Space Development.
The following articles will be taken up during the Business Meeting
beginning at 7:30 p.m. on the eleventh day of March, 1992 at the Campton
Elementary School.
Art. 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, and authorize
the Selectmen to borrow or float a three year bond issue to cover the cost
if necessary, a sum not to exceed $150,000.00 for the immediate revaluation
of all property within the Town to 100% of market value, and that said
revaluation be performed by professional appraisers and not the Selectmen,
and that said vote for this article be done by secret ballot. (By Petition)
Art. 4: To raise and appropriate such sums of money as may be necessary
to defray Town charges for the ensuing year.
Art. 5: To see how much money the Town will vote to raise and approp-
riate for the maintenance of its highway and bridges.
Art. 6: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to hire
money in anticipation of taxes.
Art. 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
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$14,000.00 for the maintenance of Blair and other cemeteries in Town and
to authorize the withdrawal of $4,360.02 from the Cemetery Trust Funds
for Perpetual Care leaving $9,639.98 to be raised by taxes.
Art. 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,000.00 for maintenance and repair of the fence at Blair Cemetery.
Art. 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$45,900.00 for the support and maintenance of its Fire Department.
Art. 10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1,726.00 for the operation of the Fast Squad as part of the Campton-
Thornton Fire Department. This article is contingent upon the same article
being voted in the affirmative by the Town of Thornton.
Art. 1 1 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $8,899.00 for the Lakes Region Mutual Fire Aid Association for fire
dispatch and dues.
Art. 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1,500.00 for fighting forest fires.
Art. 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $10,078.00 for the Pemi-Baker Home Health Agency, Inc.
Art. 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $27,680.45 to reimburse the Town of Plymouth for ambulance service.
Art. 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $4,400.00 to reimburse the Campton Village Precinct for hydrant rental.
Art. 16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $100.00 for Memorial Day.
Art. 17: To see if the Town will vote to continue its membership in the
North Country Council.
Art. 18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $2,619.24 for the North Country Council.
Art. 19: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $300.00 for the Lakes Region Community Services Council.
Art. 20: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $480.00 to support stray animals from the Town of Campton placed with
the N.H. Humane Society by the Police Department.
Art. 21 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
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of $1,758.00 to support the Grafton County Senior Citizens Council, Inc.
which handles the Meals on Wheels at the Center for the older citizens of
the area.
Art. 22 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$920.00 to support the Tri-County Community Action Program for their
Outreach Program.
Art. 23: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1 1 ,000.00 for recycling. This article is contingent upon the same article
being voted in the affirmative by the Town of Thornton.
Art. 24: To see if the Town will vote to authorize and empower the Board
of Selectmen to convey property acquired by the Town by the Tax Collector's
Deed by sealed bid or by public auction or in such manner as justice may
require.
Art. 25: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to convey
a manufactured home acquired by Town of Campton at a public auction.
This article is intended to formalize, ratify and confirm the previous con-
veyance of said manufactured housing to grantee by a bill of sale by the
Campton Selectmen on Sept. 12, 1983.
Art. 26: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply
for and accept and expend without further action by the Town Meeting money
from the state, federal, or other governmental unit or a private source which
becomes available during the fiscal year pursuant to RSA 31:95-b.
Art. 27: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $2,500.00 to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund established for the
purpose of purchasing heavy highway equipment and appoint the Selectmen
as agents for the withdrawal of monies required from the fund.
Art. 28: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $7,500.00 to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund established for the
purpose of purchasing a police cruiser and appoint the Selectmen as agents
for the withdrawal of monies required from the fund.
Art. 29: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $7,500.00 to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund established for future
waste disposal facilities and/or equipment needs of the Town of Campton
either individually or in agreement with other towns and appoint the
Selectmen as agents for the withdrawal of monies required from said fund.
Art. 30: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $6,000.00 to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund established for the
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purpose of purchasing a fire truck and appoint the Selectmen as agents for
the withdrawal of monies required from said fund.
Art. 31 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1 ,689. 12 for the 1992 budget of the Pemi Baker Solid Waste District of
which the Town is a member.
Art. 32: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $500.00 for, and to support the Task Force Against Domestic and Sexual
Violence, a non-profit organization pursuant to New Hampshire Legislation,
and partially funded by marriage license fees from the State of New Hamp-
shire. (By Petition)
Art. 33: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $15,000.00 for the purchase of a police cruiser. $7,500.00 to be raised
by general taxation and the balance to be taken from the Capital Reserve
Fund established for the purchase of a police cruiser.
Art. 34: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $7, 500. 00 for the purchase ofcomputer equipment for theTown Office.
Art. 35: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $2,000.00 to establish and promote a DARE (Drug Abuse Resistance
Education) Program in Campton Elementary School. (By Petition)
Art. 36: To see if the Town will vote to accept in accordance with RSA
230:1. the roads in the subdivision known as Campton Valley View Acres,
consisting of Pinnacle Hill Road, 4500 ± feet, Echo Ridge Road, 1590 ±
feet, Cascade Drive, 1700 ± feet, and Mica Road, 800 ± feet, and including
the road leading to the subdivision, some of which is a town road, when
deemed acceptable by the Board of Selectmen. Said roads appear on plan
approved by the Campton Planning Board October 8, 1991. There are 16
living units and 24 lot owners in the subdivision. There are several lots and
5 homes along the road leading to the subdivision. (By Petition)
Art. 37: To see if the Town of Campton will vote to accept as laid out
and built the road in Beebe River subdivision, dated January 1, 1992. The
road was built to standards and approved by the Selectmen. The road is
2,840 feet long with a foot cul-de-sac to service all of Beebe River. (By
Petition)
Art. 38: To see if the Town of Campton will vote to accept as laid out
and built, the road in Central Park Estates subdivision, by R.I.C. Inc., dated
April 10, 1980. The road was built to standards and approved by the
Selectmen of Campton. The road now services 2 homes and 21 lots and is
approximately 2,400 feet long. (By Petition)
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Art. 39: To see if the Town will vote to accept the report of agents and
officers hereto chosen.
Art. 40: To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this twenty-first day of February in the










Polls will open at 10 a.m. to vote on Art. 1 Town Officers, and Article
2 Zoning Amendments proposed by the Campton Planning Board. The other














David Wimberly Term Expires 1992 Campton, NH
William Johnstone TermExpires 1993 Campton, NH
(resigned)
Raymond Mosher balance of term Campton , NH
Joseph Nichols Term Expires 1994 Campton, NH
TREASURER
William Wallace Campton, NH
CLERK
Peter Cronin Pro Tern Campton, NH
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' FEPORT
To the Commissioners
Waterville Estates Village District
Campton, New Hampshire 03223
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the various funds and
account groups of Waterville Estates Village District for the year ended Decem-
ber 31, 1991, as listed in the table of contents. These financial statements are
the responsibility of the District's management. Our responsibility is to express
an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement.
An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit
provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of Waterville Estates Village District as
of December 31, 1991, and the results of its operations and changes in its fund















WATERVILLE ESTATES VILLAGE DISTRICT
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE - BUDGET AND ACTUAL,
GENERAL FUND








Maintenance and management of road
system
Maintenance and management of water
system
Maintenance , parks and commons , and
recreational promotion - fee to
Waterville Estates Association
Debt service on District loans and bonds:
$135,000 Water system reconstruction




$1,600,000 Community center complex
$19,200 Septic system
Repairs to community center complex
Interest on tax anticipation notes
Salaries for District commissioners
Excess of revenues over
expenditures
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WATERVILLE ESTATES VILLAGE DISTRICT
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 1. Nature of the Organization and Significant Accounting Policies
Nature of the organization:
Waterville Estates Village District is incorporated in the state of New
Hampshire. Its original charge was to collect taxes and use those funds
for the maintenance and improvement of common area roads and the water
system within the District area. The District has also been established
for the additional purposes of construction, maintenance and care of
parks and commons; the maintenance of activities for recreational
promotion; the control of pollen, insects and pests; and the appointing
and employment of watchmen and police officers.
Significant accounting policies:
Fund accounting:
The accounts of the District are organized on the basis of funds and
account groups, each of which is considered a separate accounting
entity. The operations of each fund are accounted for with a separate
set of self -balancing accounts that comprise its assets, liabilities
fund equity, revenues, and expenditures, or expenses, as appropriate'
Resources are allocated to and accounted for in individual funds based
upon the purposes for which they are to be spent and the means by which
spending activities are controlled. The various funds in the financial
statements in this report are as follows:
The General Fund is the general operating fund of the District. It
is used to account for all financial resources except those required
to be accounted for in another fund.
The Fiduciary Fund contains the capital reserve funds of the
District. These funds are restricted for certain capital expendi-
tures anticipated to be incurred in the future.
The General Fixed Asset Account Group is used to maintain records of
long-lived public assets. General fixed assets are recorded at cost
and no depreciation has been provided for on them.
The General Long-Term Debt Account Group contains long-term lia-
bilities expected to be financed from the General Fund.
Basis of accounting:
The General Fund records are maintained on the modified accrual method
of accounting, whereby tax revenue is recognized when levied and ex-
penses of the General Fund are recognized when incurred. Principal and
interest payments on long-term debt are considered to be obligations




NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 2. Property Taxes
The District levies property taxes which, in accordance with state law, are
collected by the towns of Campton and Thornton and then remitted to the
District.
Note 3. Fiduciary Fund












NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 5. Changes in Long-Term Debt




Balance at January 1, 1991 $! 60 g 759
Less principal payments made ' 82 068
$1. 526^691
Notes payable at December 31, 1991 are as follows:
Notes payable, bank, with interest at 8 1/22,
unsecured, payable in annual installments
of $15,000 principal plus accrued interest
due April 15 1992
$ 15000
Note payable, bank, demand, with interest at 92,
unsecured, payable in monthly principal and
interest installments of $1,203 3 2 9i
Bond payable, New Hampshire Municipal Bond Bank,
with interest at 6.952 - 7.852, payable in
semiannual installments totalling approximately
$156,000 annually, including principal and
interest, due July 15, 2008
i 475 qOQ
Note payable, bank, with interest at New York
prime rate less 22, unsecured, payable in
annual installments of $6,400 principal
plus accrued interest, due December 31, 1992 g ^
$1.526.691
The annual debt service requirements of the District's outstandine debt as
of December 31, 1991 are as follows:
Year Ending









NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note 6. Major Vendor
Waterville Estates Village District has contracted with Waterville Estates
Association to provide certain clerical and maintenance services on behalf
of the Village District. The fee for such services amounted to $332,840
for the year ended December 31, 1991. Additional maintenance services and
expenses beyond the scope of these contracts were also provided by






Concord, New Hampshire 03302-1598
Telephone (603) 224-5357
FAX #224-3792






KENNETW C WOLFE, CPA
UUHlELD SCHADEE.CPA
Member Of The Private
Companies Practice Section
277 Union Avenue
Laconia, New Hampshire 03246
Telephone (603) 524-765
1
Philip w GROW CP*
STEPHEN F LAWLOR. CPA
CHRISTINA S OUELLET. CPA
OFIESTE J MOSCA. CPA
CHRISTOPHER P TORREGROSSA. (
ROBERT L STOECKLIN. CPA
RODGER O HOWELLS, CPA
STEVEN M DROUIN CPA
NANCY LAMARCHE. CPA
NORMA J MEIER. CPA
INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT ON THE SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
To the Commissioners
Waterville Estates Village District
Campton, New Hampshire 03223
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the basic financial
statements taken as a whole. The supplementary information is presented for
purposes of additional analysis and is not a required part of the basic financial
statements. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied
in the audit of the basic financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated







WATERVILLE ESTATES VILLAGE DISTRICT
ROAD AND WATER SYSTEM MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURES,
GENERAL FUND
Year Ended December 31, 1991
Maintenance and management of road system:
Management fee
Special projects
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town ofCampton qualified
to vote in District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said District on the




To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing three years.
5. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
6. To choose an Auditor for the ensuing year.
Polls will not close before 7:00 p.m.















STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Campton, in the
County of Grafton, State ofNew Hampshire , qualified to vote upon District
Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Campton Elementary School in
said District on Thursday, the fifth day of March, 1992, at 7:30 o'clock in
the evening to act upon the following subjects:
Article 1 . To see what action the District will take relative to the reports
of agents, auditors, committees or officers.
Article 2. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board
under RSA 198:20-B to apply for, accept and expend, without
further action of the School District meeting, money from any
source which becomes available during the fiscal year provided
that such expenditures be made for purposes for which a school
district may appropriate money and that such expenditures not
require the spending of other school district funds.
Article 3. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of fifty-three thousand dollars ($53,000) as a deficit appropria-
tion representing an over expenditures in special education,
substitute salaries and legal expenses.
Article 4. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of forty thousand seventy-three dollars ($40,073) for the purpose
of funding an art program.
Article 5. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of thirty-two thousand six hundred and sixty-five dollars
($32,665) for the purpose of funding a music program.
Article 6. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of twelve thousand five hundred dollars ($12,500) for the pur-
pose of fully funding the extra-curricular activities/athletic prog-
ram.
Article 7. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of eleven thousand five hundred and five dollars ($1 1 ,505) for
the purpose of funding a media aide.
Article 8. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of twenty-seven thousand three hundred and twenty-three dollars
($27,323) for the purpose of fully funding the guidance program.
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Article 9. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of thirteen thousand eight hundred and nine dollars ($13,809)
for the purpose of funding increased costs related to the NH
Retirement System, such funds that are not expended for this
specific purpose to be returned as an unreserved fund balance.
Article 10. To see if the District will vote to establish a contingency fund
in accordance with Revised Statutes Annotated 198:4-b, such
contingency fund to meet the cost of unanticipated expenses
that may arise during the year and, further, to see if the District
will raise and appropriate the sum of six thousand dollars
($6,000) for such contingency fund.
Article 1 1 . To see if the School District will vote to create an expendable
general fund trust fund under the provisions of RSA 198:20-c,
to be known as the school buildings maintenance fund for the
purpose of repairing and maintaining the school buildings. Fur-
thermore, to name the school board as agents to expend and to
raise and appropriate the sum of two thousand five hundred
dollars ($2,500) toward this purpose.
Article 12. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the salaries of school
district officials, employees and agents and for the payment of
statutory obligations of the District.
Article 13. To transact any other business which may legally come before
the meeting.
Given under our hands this 12th day of February in the year of our Lord
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1992-1993 REVENUE DATA 3/05/92
1991-1992 1992-1993
Adopted Estimated
Revenue From State Sources
FoundationAid $ 44,278.00 $ 50,118.00
School Building Aid 56,772.00 39,000.00
GasTax Refund 900.00 900.00
Revenue From Federal Sources*
Block Grant (Chapter II) 4,482.00 4,000.00
Local Revenue OtherThan Taxes
Tuition 14,328.00 12,000.00
Hot Lunch Reimbursement 7,000.00 7,000.00
Sale of Portables 16,000.00
O.T. Reimbursement 5,700.00 6,000.00
Intergration Teacher 10,000.00 10,000.00
Total School Revenues & Credits 159,460.00 129,018.00
District Appropriation 2,209,198.00 2,178,663.00
District Assessment $2,049,738.00 $2,049,645.00
*Must be same amount shown on expenditures side of budget.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SCHOOL NURSE
Campton Elementary School
1991-1992
This will be my fourth year at CES and I have enjoyed watching the
growth of the school and all the students. My office remains in the same
area and I am at the school Monday through Friday during school hours.
Please don't hesitate to drop in for a visit or call if you have any questions
or health concerns.
In today's changing society and economic instability the health care func-
tion in our school system is becoming more and more important. Communi-
cation with school personnel, state agencies, local service organizations and
physicians has become an important role for me in establishing a safe and
healthy environment for the students to learn. Today brings many demands
on our children and our coordinated efforts have the well being of all students
as our primary goal.
The current economic environment has impacted many families' health
insurance coverage. I find that I have become more and more the first contact
used by families for medical advice and initial assessment of health problems/
emergencies. Further I am actively involved with seeking financial assistance
through charitable organizations and governmental agencies to fund the
treatments necessary for those in need.
In accordance with the Standards of School Nursing Practice of the Amer-
ican Nurse's Association my primary responsibilities involve:
The treatment of individual students for first aid, administration of medi-
cations prescribed by physicians, screening for communicable diseases; and,
The assessment, planning, implementation and evaluation of programs
for medical problems; and,
The maintenance of cumulative health records which includes: health
history, immunization, medical examinations, screening results, medical
recommendations, referrals, nurse, teacher, guidance observations.
During September, in compliance with New Hampshire State Bureau of
Communicable Disease control, an immunization audit on all students was
submitted. An immunization clinic was held at the school with the assistance
of the Pemi Baker Home Agency.
All fifth and eighth grade students with parental permission will have a
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physical screening with Dr. Diane Arsenault, a family physician with the
Family Practice Health Center in Campton. Referrals will be made and
follow-up done on those students requiring further medical attention.
Screening tests are being conducted on all students which include: vision,
hearing, height, weight, and color vision. Blood pressure and scoliosis
screening are done in grade five through eight.
I continue to involve myself in other areas of school, with community
programs and the state and local nursing associations.
Applications for the Hot Meal program have been processed and the state
has received their verification survey. I remind all residents that applications
can be filed throughout the year for free and reduced meal assistance.
I would like to thank all parents, school personnel, physicians, community
agencies and the PTA for their cooperation and support in assisting me in
my role of promoting and protecting the physical and emotional health of
students.
Respectfully submitted,




"Our Bridge to the World"
— We Do Our Best at CES —
PRINCIPAL'S REPORT
Dear Campton Community,
Our town can be very proud of its school. Campton Elementary School
continues to strive for excellence in the quality of the education it provides.
We chose two themes for the 1991-92 school year. The theme "Campton
Elementary School — Our Bridge to the World" reflects the importance of
tying the education our children receive in Campton to the rapid changes in
the world which are affecting us more each day. The other theme "We Do
Our Best at CES" sets high expectations for all of us (students, parents,
teachers, administration. Board of Education, and community) to work to-
gether collaboratively for the education of our children.
Despite the fact that we have been operating our schools for the last two
years under budget constraints that included freezing accounts and reductions
in teaching positions, we find ourselves once again wrestling with difficult
fiscal dilemmas. The preliminary 92-93 proposal is for a level-funded budget.
In order to reach level-funding, educational programs have been reduced or
removed from the regular budget and will be considered as warrant articles.
These include the music, art, Vi guidance, library aide, and Vi co-curricular
programs. I hope you will support the funding of as many of the above
important programs as you feel fiscally able to. Please keep in mind that
you do not spend money on education, you invest it in the future.
The future of our society requires an informed and educated populace. If
we in public education are to serve you, the citizens and the children of the
community, then we must try to keep up with the changing world. We must
prepare our students to meet the challenges that await them. It is my pleasure
to highlight some of the efforts at improvement at Campton Elementary
School this year:
1) Our school/town library hours were expanded to be open full-time
throughout the school day. We also received a grant of $2300 for additional
books.
2) The School and Community Committee continues it's efforts at impro-
ving communication. It sponsored "Campton Night—a Community Open
House" and plans to develop a community resource guide.
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3) A reading philosophy for CES was developed and adopted and we
are piloting a new SAU #48 Language Arts curriculum for adoption for the
'92/93 school year. We implemented a school-wide reading assessment prog-
ram.
4) A new IBM computer lab was purchased for CES this past spring
after a successful trial period.
5) Our Reading Recovery program piloted in '90/91 continues to be
successful in teaching new readers to develop strategies that allow them to
obtain the skills needed for success.
6) Our co-curricular program continues to grow. The percentage of our
students in grades 5-8 who participate is tremendous. Congratulations to the
teams and coaches for their many successful seasons.
7) We received a grant for $4000 which will be used for "Here's Looking
at You, 2000" kits and for training in 'Project Challenge' activities which
focus on building student self-esteem.
8) Family Fun nights were instituted for both math and geography in
grades 4, 5 and 6. Families got to see how much fun academic learning can be.
9) Grades 5 through 8 continue to work on middle school concepts as
we move away from traditional junior high and elementary settings to a
middle school program.
10) Grades 5-8 participated in a SAU #48 mock presidential primary
program simulating voter registration, running an election, and campaigning.
11) We strive to implement cost efficient programs while meeting the
needs of our students requiring special education services. Unfortunately,
state and federal revenues continue to decline to offset the cost of mandated
special education.
12) Our food service program has seen many changes including a breakfast
program, a snack cart, and the addition of a chef's salad choice to the lunch
menu. A new district food service policy establishes it as an integral part
of the total educational program.
13) Seventh and eighth grade students have been exposed to the many
changes in the world by having contemporary affairs classes.
14) Programs encouraging older students working with younger students
continue to expand, ie: Big Buddies (8th graders and 1st through 3rd graders).
Book Buddies (5th and 6th graders reading with 1st graders).
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15) The K-3 students and staff begin their Friday mornings together with
a sing-a-long activity.
16) We successfully incorporated our grades 5 and 6 together to have
three classes of 5/6 combination giving us the benefits of multi-age grouping.
17) Our ski, skate, and swim winter recreational program has its highest
participation ever thanks to the generosity of dozens of volunteers, Waterville
Company, Waterville Estates, Campton P.T.A., and many others.
18) Our P.T.A. continues to offer many programs and services to our
school. It has sponsored programs on parenting, drug & alcohol education,
nutrition, meeting the candidates, etc. and coordinated a Halloween party
and an educational gift fair. It has also pruchased awards, computer software,
and given scholarships for our ski/skate program. Please consider joining.
19) We continue our training of teachers and administration in a new
teacher evaluation system called "The Skillful Teacher" which will lead to
continued improvements in the classroom instruction at CES.
20) We have expanded our custodial services increasing our maintenance
and care of our facility insuring that it will meet the needs of our community
for years to come.
21) D.A.R.E.,a drug/alcohol educational prevention program, continues
to be taught to our students thanks to the leadership of Police Chief Ken
Chase, who is now being assisted by Sgt. Chris Warn.
22) Academic achievement is our focus and our students are doing well
with every grade achieving above the national average with a high of one
class doing better than 3/4 of the students nationwide.
I would like to thank the entire faculty and staff, dedicated and caring
professionals that work very hard to meet the needs of our students at CES.
It is my pleasure to introduce the new staff for 91/92 to you: Mrs. Linda
Yvanovich, teaching grades 7 and 8 science; Mrs. Paula Moriarty, afternoon
Kindergarten aide; Mr. Jerry Deneau, our full-time night custodian; and Mr.
Mark Meau, a new part-time custodian. I would also like to thank the
community for its support and the many volunteers who provide much needed
assistance throughout the school year.
I would like to encourage all of us to communicate more effectively with
each other. When we communicate, we share our feelings, and the exchange
of information that results can be mutually beneficial. If you have a concern,
idea, or compliment, please contact the school and share it with the people
it directly involves.
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In closing, during these very difficult economic times we must work
cooperatively in an atmosphere of mutual trust and respect. Let's not waste
our limited resources through confrontation. Let's make "We Do Our Best
at CES" and "Campton Elementary School—Our Bridge to the World" a





SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT FOR 1992
Our SAU #48 students continue to grow. Our school districts can be
measured in terms of student achievement, staff training and involvement,
administrative creativity and innovation, parent caring and sharing the load
and community support. This is the third year in a row that I write my
superintendent's report and have to comment on our troubled economy and
tight financial times. The school boards have therefore decided to embark
on a program of participatory democracy in all of our school districts. They
have chosen to offer the public more opportunities to discuss both economic
and instructional concerns. I congratulate the school boards and commend
them for the amount of time and effort they have put in to this plan both
this year and last.
A major goal for the SAU for the 1 99 1 - 1 992 academic year centers around
the development of curriculum especially in the areas of K-8 science and
K-12 language arts. By the way SAU #48 is one of the few districts in the
State of New Hampshire who have developed a K-12 language arts cur-
riculum. This is a substantial effort on the part of school and community
members and one which deserves the congratulations of all.
Another goal of the SAU is to continue to coordinate instructional programs
especially at the elementary level considering all of our elementary students
will be entering the same ninth grade at Plymouth Regional High School.
We have decided that providing consistent instruction for all elementary
students will continue to be one of our most important goals. The SAU
continues to emphasize science instruction, Writing Across the Curriculum
and is engaged in new efforts to improve the reading and language arts skills
of our students.
Program innovations started this year in SAU #48 include the initiation
of double period science labs in the high school. This provides experimental
time relative to the sciences. We continue to strongly emphasize an experi-
mental science approach in our middle schools and at the primary levels of
elementary school.
Another program innovation involves the SAU being selected as a "Math
their Way" training site for this year which emphasizes a "hands on" approach
to math instruction at the primary level.
This year marks the first year that the Drivers Education at the High
School is operated under a fee for service basis. The program is going very
well. All staff in the SAU continue training programs under the umbrella
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of the "Skillful Teacher Program" which will pay tremendous dividends to
our students in the future.
We have chosen this year to focus on middle school innovations throughout
the SAIL We have taken every opportunity to try and bring our middle
school students throughout the SAU together so that they may build relation-
ships and self-esteem and also broaden their horizons from a local school
respective to the SAU as a whole. The Pemi Baker Basketball League offered
a championship this year bringing all schools together for both boys and
girls which was immensely successful. This year marked our first ever SAU
wide Middle School mock Presidential Primary and Election. This program
has allowed our students the opportunity to learn the political process and
much more. The Cultural Arts music program offered in the spring brings
all of our music and art talent in the elementary and high school together
under one roof, which promises once again to be successful. All of these
efforts to bring our middle school students together costs little and has a
tremendous impact on both our students academic achievement and self-
esteem.
New administrators have come into the district this year with great en-
thusiasm and energy and have provided a new focus. Maureen O'Hara is
our new principal at the Russell School in Rumney. Maureen comes to the
Russell School with a focus on reading, computer skills and Special Educa-
tion. Bruce Parsons, the new principal at the Wentworth Elementary School
comes to us from Revere, Massachusetts, with great enthusiasm and a focus
on self-esteem for our students. The high school welcomes Dana McKenney
as interim principal and Walter Garland as interim assistant principal while
the search for a new high school principal continues. Maria Dreyer has come
to us from another school district in New Hampshire as a Special Education
director at the high school. Maria's presence has already created a new era
for Special Education at the high school. We welcome her expertise and
enthusiasm.
The SAU office welcomes Eilene Woolfenden, our Chapter One director.
Eilene is replacing Sandy Tilton who is on a one year leave of absence while
she completes a Masters program at Ohio State emphasizing "Reading Recov-
ery." All of the above administrators have added significantly to our SAU
program and I wish to thank them all for their efforts.
Working with and for you and your children over the past five years has
been both a pleasure and a challenge. I believe as superintendent it is my
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job to help bring the resources of the community together to offer the best
educational program for our students. In these tough economic times I am
thankful to you all for offering the school system your ideas, support, time,
effort and guidance which has allowed us all to continue growing.
Respectfully submitted,
G. PUAL DULAC, Ed. D
Superintendent of Schools
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EXPLANATION OF SUPERINTENDENT'S AND
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT'S SALARY FOR 1990-1991
Chapter 189, Section 48 Revised Statutes Annotated of the State of New
Hampshire, requires that the school district annual report show the total
amounts paid to the Superintendent of Schools as per the following quotation:
"Reports. Each Superintendent of a School Administrative Unit shall annually
prepare a report of the total salary paid to the superintendent, showing in
detail the amount paid by the state and each local school district and their
share of same . . . Said report shall be included in the annual report of the
respective school district as a separate entry. A like report and entry shall
be made for each assistant superintendent, teacher consultant, and business
administrator, if any is in service in the Unit."
One-half of the School Administrative Unit expenses is prorated among
the several school districts of the unit on the basis of adjusted valuations.
One-half is prorated on the basis of average daily membership in the school
for the previous school year ending June 30th. The salary of $62,878.00
which was received by the Superintendent of Schools of School Administra-
tive Unit #48 during 1990-1991 was prorated among the school districts
comprising the School Administrative Unit. Allowance for $2,750.00 travel
within the Unit was also prorated as stated above.
The salary of $ 1 1 ,965 for the Assistant Superintendents during 1 990- 1 99
1
and travel allowance within the Unit for $4,000.00 was prorated as stated
above.
The table below shows the portion of salary and travel charged to each
school district.
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CAMPTON HOT LUNCH PROGRAM 1990-1991
FINANCIAL REPORT
Balance on Hand, September I, 1 990 $ 8,357.19
Receipts:
Reimbursements $ 26,655.00
Breakfast & Lunch/Child 28,668.91
Breakfast & Lunch/Adult 2,128.00
Separate Orders 373 . 69
Interest 452.91
$ 58,278.51
TOTAL-Balance on Hand Plus Receipts $ 66,635.70
Expenditures:
Food, USDA Deliveries, Milk $ 41,759.04
Utilities & Repairs 1739.33
Salaries 8,541.52
Substitute Labor 240.00
Lunch Envelopes & Supplies 335.20
Expendables 1,391.00
License to Operate 5.00
$ 54,011.09














Subject to adjustment by individual districts
Tuesday, September 8, 1992
SCHOOLS CLOSED
Monday Oct. 12, 1992
Friday Oct. 16, 1992
Wednesday Nov. 11,1992
Thur.,Fri. Nov. 26-27, 1992
Thurs.-Fri. Dec. 24-25, 1992











Officers of the Pemi-Baker Regional School District
SCHOOL BOARD TERM EXPIRES
Susan Johnston , Campton 1 992
Fred Anderson , Campton 1 994
Malcolm Andrews , Holderness 1 994
Joyce Bavis, Ashland - appointed 1 992
Richard Blauvelt, Campton 1 993
Ross Deachman , Holderness 1 992
Thomas Goulart , Plymouth 1 993
Donni Hughes , Thornton 1 994
Susan Judd, Wentworth 1992
Susan Morton , Rumney 1 993
Barbara Noyes , Plymouth 1 994
Ann Marie Reever, Ashland 1993
EldwinWixson, Plymouth 1992
CLERKS














THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Pemi-Baker Regional School District in the Town
of Campton qualified to vote in District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said District on the




To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing two years
representing the town of Ashland.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing three years
representing the town of Campton.
4. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing three years
representing the town of Holderness.
5. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing two years
representing the town of Holderness.
6. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing three years
representing the town of Plymouth.
7. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing three years
representing the town of Wentworth.
Polls will not close before 7:00 p.m.
Given under our hands at said Plymouth the 17th day of February, 1992.
SUSAN JOHNSTON THOMAS GOULART
FREDANDERSON DONNI HUGHES
MALCOLM ANDREWS SUSAN JUDD
JOYCE BAVIS SUSAN MORTON
RICHARD BLAUVELT BARBARA NOYES
ROSS DEACHMAN ANN MARIE REEVER
ELDWINWIXSON
Pemi-Baker Regional School Board
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants ofthe Pemi-Baker Regional School District in the towns
of Ashland, Campton, Holderness, Plymouth, Rumney, Thornton, and
Wentworth, in the County of Grafton, State ofNew Hampshire, qualified to
vote upon District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Plymouth Regional High School
Gymnasium on Tuesday, the third day of March, 1992, at 7:00 o'clock in
the evening to act upon the following subjects:
Article l . To see what action the District will take relative to the reports
of agents, auditors, committees and officers.
Article 2. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate twelve
thousand dollars ($12,000) as a supplemental appropriation to
purchase 2.42 acres of land identified on Plymouth Tax Map
Lot 20-1-2 as the Charles and Anna Everitt property. A copy
of the plan of said property is available for inspection at the
office of the Superintendent of Schools.
Article 3. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board
to negotiate and execute such tuition contracts as the Board may
determine advisable for students outside the Pemi-Baker Reg-
ional School District.
Article 4. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board
under RSA 198:20-b to apply for, accept and expend, without
further action of the School District Meeting, money which
becomes available from any source during the fiscal year pro-
vided that such expenditures be made for purposes for which a
school district may appropriate money and that such expendi-
tures not require the spending of other school district funds.
Article 5. To see if the District will vote to establish a contingency fund
in accordance with RSA 198:4-b, such contingency fund to
meet the cost of unanticipated expenses that may arise during
the year and, further, to see if the District will raise and approp-
riate the sum of twelve thousand dollars ($12,000) for the 1992-
1993 contingency fund.
Article 6. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of seventeen thousand five hundred dollars ($17,500) to be
added to the Capital Reserve Fund previously established for
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the education of educationally handicapped children.
Article 7. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of eight thousand dollars ($8,000) to be added to the Capital
Reserve Fund previously established for the purpose of future
renovations and/or repairs needed in the school.
Article 8. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the salaries of School
District officials, employees and agents and for the payment of
statutory obligations of the District and to authorize against
such appropriation the application of revenues as are estimated
to be received; the School Board to certify to the Selectmen of
the member towns the balance between the estimated revenue
and the appropriation, which balance is to be raised by taxes
by the member towns.
Article 9. To see if the District will vote to name the Trustees of the Trust
Fund of the Town of Holderness to be custodian of the Pemi-
Baker Regional School Board's Capital Reserve Fund for the
educating of educationally handicapped children and the Pemi-
Baker Regional School Board's Capital Reserve Fund for the
future renovations and/or repairs needed in the school.
Article 10. To transact any further business that may legally come before
this meeting.
Given under our hands this 1 7th day of February, in the year of our Lord
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Revenue From Federal Sources*
Vocational Education
O.D.A.R
Block Grant (Chapter II)







Hot Lunch Loan & Reimbursement
Pre-School
Other State/Federal/Found. Funding
Total School Revenues & Credits
District Appropriation
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ANNUAL REPORT HEALTH SERVICES
Plymouth Regional High School
The Plymouth Regional High School Health Services office continues to
be a busy place, providing health related assistance to some 600 students
and 100 staff members. This year is showing an increase in assistance
provided, due mainly to prolonged bouts with flus and colds. Several students
received help from local community services for specific medical needs.
These included glasses from the Lion's Club and dental care from the Lindsey
fund. Also, a new fund was started with the help of Bayard Hancock and
community churches to help students with medications. The continued
economic decline in New Hampshire, coupled with an increasing number
of independent students, has stimulated the community to extend a helping
hand. We extend a deep appreciation for these community efforts.
The AIDS issue is serious, even for New Hampshire. To coordinate efforts
to prepare for this issue at the school level, SAU #48 school nurses have
been meeting monthly to update and develop policies in regards to AIDS
and other health issues. Classes were given to all staff and faculty members
to acquaint them with policies and procedures.
This year the high school physical education department participated in
statewide screening for "Physical Best Fitness Program" to compare fitness
with other students in the state. The health services helped with part of the
screening of 300 students for height, weight, and skin fold measurements.
Results of this program will be back later this spring.
An increasing number of multi-handicapped students requiring direct nurs-
ing care are being mainstreamed into the educational setting. Medical prob-
lems are being addressed with workable health care plans for each individual
student's needs.
Plymouth Regional High School is continuing to make adjustments for
the timing of sports physicals for interscholastic athletics. We are working
with the Pemi-Baker School Board to make this sport physical requirement
as accommodating as possible. Approximately 350 students received physi-
cals or update screening for sports this year.
The medical field continues to grow and expand every year. To provide
the best services possible, it is necessary that I attend continuing education
classes or seminars. I attended updates on Children with Cancer, AIDS
workshop, and Psychotropic Medication. My continuing part-time work at
the hospital contributes to my staying current in the medical fields. I continue
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to be a member of the Attendance Committee, CORE Committee, and a
team teacher for a senior health seminar.
Approximately 9,500 students have been provided health services this
year. Some 130 students were screened for height, weight, blood pressure,
vision and hearing.
Parent contact remains an important part of nursing/student relationships.





PLYMOUTH REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
PRINCIPAL'S ANNUAL REPORT 1991
In 1 99 1 , Plymouth Regional High School graduated its first senior class
representing the communities of Ashland, Campton, Holderness, Plymouth,
Rumney, Thornton, and Wentworth; with tuition students from Waterville
Valley and Ellsworth.
The transition from Plymouth AREA High School to Plymouth Regional
High School took place with a minimum of disruption for students and staff
alike.
Enrollment at Plymouth Regional High School as of October l, 1991 was
564. The average daily attendance for the school year 1990-91 was 93.2%.
Enrollment in the Region #5 Vocational Center was 170 students. The class
of 1991 sent 53% of its graduating seniors to further education with 41%
going to four year programs and 12% enrolled in two year programs. Our
seniors were awarded a total of 65 scholarships to help them with their
further education.
Donald Bevelander, Principal at Plymouth Regional High School resigned
as of July 1, 1991 to accept the principalship of Natick High School in
Massachusetts. Dana McKenney, then Assistant Principal, was appointed as
Interim Principal and a national search for a new principal was initiated.
Walter Garland, a teacher in the science department, was appointed as Interim
Assistant Principal. The search failed to come up with a new principal and
the interim administration was continued until the end of the 1991-92 school
year while a new search was undertaken.
Under the direction of the Pemi-Baker School Board, a number of changes
have taken place in policies and programs. The old discipline system based
on demerits has been replaced by a new system based on a discipline cycle.
An in-school suspension room was also developed and staffed as an integral
part of the new system.
The Pemi-Baker School Board also approved and put into effect a new
dress code.
Both teachers and administration have continued to take part in a series
of courses and follow-up workshops offered by Research for BetterTeaching.
In the science department, two double lab periods were added to College
Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Advanced Biology and Environmental Science
classes.
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Vocational Education: In the fall, vocational enrollments reached a ten-year
high after falling off for three years. This popularity of vocational education
is due somewhat to the hard economic times, but more so to the renewal
effort on the part of the faculty and staff.
The Plymouth Regional Pre-School opened and grew to full enrollment
with enthusiastic public support. Mrs. Hathaway, Pre-School teacher, and
Mrs. Garland's Child Care Program students provide youngsters, 3-5 years
old, with a meaningful introduction to learning and the school experience.
We are proud of all of our students at Plymouth Regional High School
and especially proud of those who receive special recognition for their
accomplishments:
One of our 1991 graduates was recognized as a National Merit Scholarship
Recipient.
Two of our students received nominations to the Military Academies.
One of our students received two appointments to Military Academies.
Three students participated in the St. Paul's Advanced Studies Program.
One of our students was a national finalist in the Johnson & Wales cook-off,
winner of a $5,000 scholarship.
Another student, a Child Care and Home Economics student, placed first
in the "Interview" competition at the state level as a Future Homemakers
of America/Home Economics Related Occupations Club Member.
One of our students placed third at the January 1991-92 Regional High
School Art Exhibit.
Our students took second place at the State Drama Festival.
The wrestling team won the New England Wrestling Championship.
Five of our band and eight choral students were selected to take part in
the Lakes Region Music Festival and choral students were selected to take
part in the All State Music Festival.
Peer Educators from P.R.H.S. have been recognized throughout the state
for their contribution to HIV/AIDS education.
Our priorities for next year include:
Continuing to prepare for the NEASC visit in October of 1992.
Complete the training of all of our faculty members as part of the Effective
Teacher Program initiative.
Continue to revise and upgrade our curriculum, particularly in the areas
of math and science to meet the needs of a changing society.
To implement a totally revised series of Technology Education courses to
replace Industrial Arts in the 1992-93 curriculum.
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To develop, in cooperation with the central office staff and the school
board, a five year plan for the overall improvement of instruction at Plymouth
Regional High School.
I would like to thank all of the people in the Pemi-Baker School District
for their continued support for the education of all of our children.
Respectfully submitted,
DANA J. McKENNEY
Interim Principal






